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Executive Summary
Following the APPCG’s 2013 ‘Get Britain Cycling’ report, the Prime Minister expressed his
intenĕon to start a “cycling revoluĕon which will remove the barriers for a new generaĕon of
cyclists.”1

This inquiry examines the extent to which the dra├ Cycling and Walking

Investment Strategy (CWIS) issued in March 2016 will be able to meet the Government’s
stated ambiĕon to “make cycling and walking the natural choice for short journeys” in
England.2
We welcome the Government’s recogniĕon that substanĕal increases in cycling would
provide soluĕons to a wide range of pressing policy issues, at the same ĕme as creaĕng
more liveable and healthy places to live and work. The evidence provided to this inquiry
raises concerns about the current levels of funding and ambiĕon outlined in the dra├ CWIS.
As the renaissance of cycling in other Northern European countries show,3 substanĕal
increases in cycling can be achieved through long‐term commitments to a modal shi├
towards cycling. To achieve a similar renaissance in England, this report calls for sustained
investment combined with a stronger strategic ambiĕon that makes cycling a clear naĕonal
priority for all levels of government. We look forward to the Department giving careful
consideraĕon to the recommendaĕons outlined below that enjoy cross‐party support.
Our recommendaĕons:
1. Strong ambition to “see a cycling revolution.”4 The Government’s proposed target
to double cycling trips by 2025 is unambiĕous.5 At present, just 2% of trips are taken
by bicycle.6 This compares with nearly 27% in the Netherlands.7 Government should
adopt a naĕonal target to increase cycle usage to 10% of all trips by 2025, with the
broader aim of matching our European neighbours over the longer term.

1

Prime Minister’s Oﬃce (2013) Press Release: The Government shi├s cycling up a gear.
Department for Transport (2016) Cycling and Walking Investment Strategy, pp. 6.
3
Data from the European Commission (2013) shows signiﬁcant diﬀerences in the percentage of people cycling on a daily
basis between EU member states. Unsurprisingly, the lead naĕons against this benchmark are the Netherlands (43%),
Denmark (30%), Finland (28%), Germany (19%), whilst the levels seen in the UK on 4% compare to Spain and Luxembourg.
Source: European Commission (2013) Aħtudes of Europeans towards urban mobility.
4
Prime Minister’s Oﬃce (2013) Press Release: The Government shi├s cycling up a gear.
5
Cycling acĕvity for the purpose of this document is deﬁned as a trip. A trip is the basic unit of travel in the Naĕonal Travel
Survey, but the dra├ CWIS deﬁnes cycle acĕvity as a stage to count journeys where cycling is used for part of the journey
but not the main form of transport. Source: Department for Transport (2016) Cycling and Walking Investment Strategy.
6
Department for Transport (2015) Naĕonal Travel Survey, 2014.
7
Ministerie van Verkeer en Waterstaat (2009) Cycling in the Netherlands.
2
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2. Greater investment in cycling. The dra├ CWIS shows current spending of £6 per
head of UK populaĕon. With most investment currently taking place in the few Cycle
City Ambiĕon Grant ciĕes and London, this leaves the majority of towns and ciĕes
across England with limited levels of investment in cycling. The Government should
ensure a minimum investment of £10 per person per year rising to £20 per person.
3. Clear direction that cycling is a national priority. Local Authoriĕes and Local
Enterprise Partnerships need stronger direcĕon to ensure that modal shi├ to cycling
is central to their future strategic investments targeĕng local economic growth and
increased wellbeing.
4. Robust measures to gauge progress nationally and locally. We welcome the
proposed Expert Commiĥee outlined in the dra├ CWIS, but this needs to be
adequately resourced to monitor and benchmark the performance of local partners
in implemenĕng the Government’s strategy.
5. Improving quality of cycle infrastructure design. The Government should do more
to disseminate good pracĕce changes in infrastructure design from ciĕes that have
invested in good quality cycle faciliĕes, and endorse a single set of naĕonal design
standards.
6. Deregulation of street design. The Government has taken welcome steps to allow
more innovaĕve cycle infrastructure to be implemented, but further progress is sĕll
required around simplifying many aspects of street design, parĕcularly the layout of
pedestrian and cycle crossings.
7. An updated Highway Code. In light of recent changes in street design, the
Government should give careful consideraĕon to updaĕng the Highway Code to give
clearer priority to pedestrians and cyclists, parĕcularly where cycle infrastructure
meets side roads.
8. Action to improve enforcement of traffic laws. The Government needs to make
progress on the promised review of road traﬃc law8 to address dangerous and
inconsiderate road user behaviour, alongside improved vehicle safety.

8

This was promised on page 15 of the DfT’s Cycling Delivery Plan (2014), with a review, led by the Ministry of Jusĕce,
supposed to run from 2014‐2015, leading to a further review of the Sentencing Guidelines for traﬃc oﬀences. The
President of the APPCG has recently wriĥen to the Minister of Jusĕce for assurances of when the review will commence.
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1

Introduction and Inquiry Objectives

1.1

Background
The ‘Get Britain Cycling’ report, commissioned by the APPCG in 2013, oﬀered 18
recommendaĕons that were seen as essenĕal components for increasing the modal
share of cycling to 10% of all trips by 2025.

It was clear then, as it is now, that

achieving such a target is dependent upon a commitment to invest a minimum of
£10 per person per year that should in the longer‐term rise to £20 per person.
In August 2013, the Prime Minister outlined his strong desire to iniĕate a “cycling
revoluĕon which would remove the barriers for a new generaĕon of cyclists.”9 To
achieve this ambiĕon, the expressed intenĕon of the Prime Minister was to place
cycling infrastructure in England “on a level‐fooĕng with countries known for higher
levels of cycling, like Germany, Denmark and the Netherlands.”10 As part of this
announcement, the Government commiĥed to reducing the “red tape sĕﬂing
cycle‐friendly road design” and placed a greater expectaĕon upon local partners to
“up their game in delivering infrastructure that takes cycling into account.”11 These
aims parallel the stated commitment in the Conservaĕve Party Manifesto 2015 of
“doubling the number of journeys by bicycle and invesĕng over £200m to make
cycling safer, so we reduce the number of cyclists killed on our roads every year”.12
The need for a genuinely supporĕve strategy to deliver the high‐quality cycle
infrastructure across England envisaged by the Prime Minister, is all the more
signiﬁcant given two‐thirds of all personal trips in England are less than 5 miles, yet
only 2% are currently undertaken by bicycle.13 This compares rather unfavourably to
the modal share currently observed in the Netherlands (27%), Denmark (19%) and
Germany (10%).14 As the Prime Minister correctly demands,15 a similar renaissance
of cycling experienced by these European countries can be equally achieved in

9

Prime Minister’s Oﬃce (2013) Press Release: The Government shi├s cycling up a gear.
ibid.
11
ibid.
12
The Conservaĕve Party (2015) The Conservaĕve Party Manifesto 2015.
13
Department for Transport (2015) Naĕonal Travel Survey, 2014.
14
Ministerie van Verkeer en Waterstaat (2009) Cycling in the Netherlands.
15
Prime Minister’s Oﬃce (2013) Press Release: The Government shi├s cycling up a gear.
10
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England. The evidence provided to this inquiry, however, calls into quesĕon the
deliverability of this ambiĕon given the limited strategic ambiĕon and levels of
funding currently outlined in the dra├ CWIS.
1.2

Cycling and Walking Investment Strategy
The Government published its dra├ Cycling and Walking Investment Strategy (CWIS)
in March 2016. This states the Government is seeking to both double the number of
cycling trips by 2025 and make cycling and walking the natural choice for short
journeys in England by 2040.16 The dra├ CWIS sets out the compeĕĕvely accessed
investment streams the Government currently makes available to local partners
tasked with delivering these ambiĕons.17 In an era of close scruĕny over public
expenditure, robust evidence consistently shows cycle infrastructure improvements
across the road network conĕnue to provide signiﬁcant cost‐beneﬁt returns on the
iniĕal capital investment.18
In this report, we welcome the publicaĕon of the CWIS and the Government’s
acceptance that substanĕal increases in cycling would provide soluĕons to a wide
range of pressing policy issues. As research by the Department for Transport shows,
cycling contributes towards signiﬁcant reducĕons in physical inacĕvity and air
polluĕon alongside increasing the economic prosperity and social well‐being of
people, businesses and places.19 By its very nature, it has been esĕmated the
physical acĕvity associated with cycling levels currently seen in Denmark could
translate into a saving of £17bn for the NHS within 20 years.20
In line with the wider devoluĕon of transport decisions across England, the
Government believes these ambiĕons can only be achieved by empowering local
partners to deliver intervenĕons tailored to the needs of their local area. The core
purpose of the CWIS is to outline the investment streams, however limited, that local
partners can draw upon to deliver the Government’s cycling and walking ambiĕons.

16

Department for Transport (2016) Cycling and Walking Investment Strategy.
Further informaĕon about the evoluĕon in funding streams since 2010, including CCAG ciĕes can be found in Annex A.
18
SQW (2007) Valuing the Beneﬁts of Cycling: A Report for Cycling England; HM Treasury (2006) The Eddington Transport
Study: The case for acĕon: Sir Rod Eddington’s advice to Government.
19
Department for Transport (2014) Claiming the Health Dividend.
20
Aldred, R. (2014) The Beneﬁts of Invesĕng in Cycling.
17
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1.3

Focus of this Inquiry
This inquiry was launched to provide a response by the APPCG to the Government’s
dra├ CWIS. The evidence session focused upon the CWIS as the Government’s acĕon
plan for growing cycling. This should not, however, be read as cycling being more
important than walking rather it reﬂects the speciﬁc experĕse of the APPCG and the
expert panel providing oral and wriĥen evidence.
Evidence was taken on 23 May 2016. During this session, oral evidence was taken
from a panel of ﬁve experts, which was complemented by wriĥen evidence
submiĥed by Dr Rachel Aldred, Westminster University. The panel consisted of:
‐

Chris Boardman, Policy Advisor, Briĕsh Cycling;

‐

John Forbes, Independent Consultant, John Forbes Consulĕng LLP;

‐

Roger Geﬀen, Campaigns and Policy Director, Cycle UK;

‐

Lilli Matson, Head of Strategy and Outcome Planning, TfL;

‐

Jason Torrance, Policy Director, Sustrans UK;

This was then followed by oral evidence provided by Robert Goodwill MP, Minister of
State with responsibility for cycling and walking.
In this report, we consider the need for bolder ambiĕons to be at the heart of the
Government’s dra├ CWIS, which reaﬃrms cycling is a naĕonal priority. We have
concerns about the current levels of investment allocated in the dra├ CWIS because
sustained central Government funding incenĕvises local investment in cycling. We go
on to consider the Government's role in supporĕng a robust monitoring regime of
naĕonal and local progress. We then invesĕgate the acĕons the Government can
take to improve cycle infrastructure design standards, further deregulate street
design alongside improving the enforcement of traﬃc laws. The recommendaĕons
oﬀered by this report enjoy cross‐party support and seek to inform a CWIS that is
equipped to realise the Prime Minister’s desire to place cycling in England on a
“level‐fooĕng with countries like Germany, Denmark and the Netherlands.”21

21

Prime Minister’s Oﬃce (2013) Press Release: The Government shi├s cycling up a gear.
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2

Stronger Ambition
As part of the ‘Get Britain Cycling’ report, one of the key recommendaĕons was to
grow the level of cycling in England to 10% of all trips by 2025, rising to 25% by 2050.
This realisĕc, yet ambiĕous, target sought to place England on a long‐term trajectory
that would match the cycling levels currently enjoyed in Denmark and the
Netherlands. This is in line with the Prime Minister’s own ambiĕons for cycling.
In contrast, the dra├ CWIS oﬀers three vague ambiĕons to be delivered by 2040,
none of which have any direct measurable outputs. These include: ‘Beĥer Safety’
providing “a safe and reliable way to travel for short journeys”; ‘Beĥer Mobility’
deﬁned as “more people cycling and walking ‐ easy, normal and enjoyable”; and
‘Beĥer Streets’ as “civilised places where people come ﬁrst.”22 To deliver and
monitor progress towards these naĕonal ambiĕons, the dra├ CWIS sets out the
target of “doubling cycling acĕvity by 2025, from the 2013 baseline.”23
There was broad consensus amongst the expert panel that this target was
unambiĕous and disappoinĕng.

As Roger Geﬀen highlighted, this is further

compounded by the dra├ CWIS not accounĕng for the projected populaĕon
increases up to 2025. According to TfL’s Lilli Matson, the Government’s naĕonal
target should be higher as the current projecĕons for cycling in London would
account for a third of the cycle acĕvity required to double 2013 levels. This view was
shared by the majority of the expert panel.
The Minister suggested the real lesson from London and Cambridge is the “cycling
has now become a real poliĕcal objecĕve amongst their local poliĕcians.” Although
this points to the well‐documented dilemma that low‐levels of cycling translates into
a reduced demand for local investment, Lilli Matson suggested that the dra├ CWIS
should begin to address this by providing a strong “overarching strategy for all levels
of government that can start to insĕgate the desired modal shi├ towards cycling.”

22

Department for Transport (2016) Cycling and Walking Investment Strategy, pp. 11
Department for Transport (2016) Cycling and Walking Investment Strategy, pp. 15. The dra├ CWIS deﬁnes cycling acĕvity
as the esĕmated total number of cycle stages made each year, from 0.8bn in 2013 to 1.6bn in 2025. A new stage as deﬁned
by the Naĕonal Travel Survey is when there is a change in the form of transport, which is seen to include journeys that are
mulĕmodal, for example cycling to the railway staĕon and then cycling to work. For the purpose of this report, cycling
acĕvity is deﬁned as a trip from A to B.
23
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This parallels the evidence we heard from both John Forbes and Chris Boardman
about the welcomed eﬀorts by business to incenĕvise commuĕng by bicycle being
currently curtailed by the limited ambiĕon across all levels of government to
substanĕally grow cycling across England.
In this regard, Jason Torrance, Sustrans, suggested the Government “should consider
the concurrent Road Investment Strategy (RIS) as a ready‐made structure for the
CWIS to replicate in terms of having clear strategic aims and rigorous performance
monitoring of targets.” From his experience, this would provide the “much need
strategic message to all local partners about the importance of invesĕng in cycling”,
whilst sĕll enabling the delivery of intervenĕons tailored to the needs of a local area.
From the evidence provided to this inquiry the good intenĕons expressed by the
Prime Minister in seeking to insĕgate a “cycling revoluĕon”24 are not currently
matched by the scale of ambiĕon nor strategic direcĕon given to local partners in the
dra├ CWIS.
To realise the Prime Minister’s ambitions and ensure cycling is now a national
priority, the Government should adopt a national target to increase cycle usage to
10% of all trips by 2025, with the broader aim of matching our European
neighbours over the longer term. We recommend that the Government shows
stronger direction to all local partners to ensure a modal shift to cycling is central
to any future strategic investments targeting local economic growth and increased
wellbeing.

24

Prime Minister’s Oﬃce (2013) Press Release: The Government shi├s cycling up a gear.
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3

Greater investment
The ‘Get Britain Cycling’ report called for a dedicated strategy to grow cycling in
England through levels of investment equivalent to £10 per person. The dra├ CWIS,
however, claims the investment streams currently available equates to a spend of £6
per person in 2015/16.25 This consists of a dedicated investment of £316m in cycling
(and walking) outside of London unĕl 2021.26
According to the projecĕons provided by Cycling UK, the current spending plans up
to 2021 “will equate to just £1.39 per person outside London.” We also heard from
the panel that the levels of investment recommended by the APPCG in 2013 are
currently only being achieved in the few locaĕons with access to the Cycle City
Ambiĕon Grant (CCAG)27, while the vast majority of towns and ciĕes across England
receive just a fracĕon of the funding required.
It is clear to us Highways England have made progress in meeĕng the APPCG
recommendaĕon to reduce the severance and barriers to cycling associated with the
Strategic Road Network (SRN), with its commitment to invest £100m into its own
cycle strategy.28 Aĥenĕon was drawn to the disparity between the Government’s
£316m dedicated investment in cycling and the £15bn allocated to the concurrent
RIS up to 2021. Indeed, Roger Geﬀen spoke for the other cycle organisaĕons in
calling for any increased capital and revenue investment in cycling to come from
“access to a greater proporĕon of the roads and public health budget.”
We heard the other signiﬁcant source of funding available for cycling, like other
transport investments, comes from applicaĕon to the Local Growth Fund through the
LEPs. Of the £3.4bn now allocated from the Local Growth Fund for 444 transport
projects, just 1% (£36m) has been dedicated to cycling with £1.8bn being spent
directly on new road capacity.29 We also heard evidence from the Minister, who

25

Leĥer from Robert Goodwill MP to Ruth Cadbury MP and Alex Chalk MP, providing a detailed breakdown of 2015‐16
investment in cycling.
26
Department for Transport (2016) Cycling and Walking Investment Strategy.
27
Further informaĕon about the evoluĕon in funding streams since 2010, including CCAG ciĕes can be found in Annex A.
28
Highways England (2016) Cycling Strategy: Our approach.
29
Campaign for Beĥer Transport (2016) LEP Watch: our work to change local transport spending prioriĕes
hĥp://www.beĥertransport.org.uk/roads‐nowhere/local‐transport
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suggested recent evidence from LEPs shows an unexpected increase in cycling
investment to nearer £7 per person.

Both Jason Torrance and Roger Geﬀen

acknowledged LEPs have increased the investment in cycling, albeit from a very
low‐base. They called for the Government to do more in addressing the signiﬁcant
variaĕons in the strategic priority and therefore funding commitments given to
cycling by LEPs across England.
The major excepĕon to the limited investment in cycling across England is the
commitment to spend £12.50 per person in the Mayor of London’s Vision for Cycling.
We heard from Lilli Matson that this ten year investment of £913m to provide a
coherent and safe cycling network “on current projecĕons would account for more
than a third of the Government’s target” of 1.6bn cycle stages by 2025. She
contended this “gives an impression of the levels of funding required to meet even
this modest target.” Chris Boardman told us that the Government “needs to be
match‐funding local investments” seeking to emulate the modal shi├ to cycling in
London because this is a “key incenĕve for local acĕon.”
It is clear to us that realising the Prime Minister’s ambition to place England on a
“levelfooting with countries like the Netherlands”,30 requires greater investment
in cycling than currently committed in the draft CWIS. To build on the recent
growth in cycling from investments in the few CCAG cities and London, the
Government should ensure a minimum investment across England of £10 per
person in cycling per year rising to £20.

30

Prime Minister’s Oﬃce (2013) Press Release: The Government shi├s cycling up a gear.
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4

Robust Monitoring of Progress
One of the key recommendaĕons from the Get Britain Cycling report was the
creaĕon of a strategic acĕon plan to grow cycling across England.

With the

publicaĕon of the dra├ CWIS fulﬁlling this acĕon plan, this inquiry placed renewed
aĥenĕon upon the monitoring regime proposed by the Government to assess
progress towards delivering its ambiĕons for cycling.
The dra├ CWIS states the Government will be “creaĕng a Department for Transport
sponsored independent Expert Commiĥee” that will review the implementaĕon of
the current CWIS, plan a second CWIS, as well as making links with local authoriĕes
to help them draw up their own Local Cycling and Walking Infrastructure Plans.31 As
part of this governance structure, the dra├ CWIS states the Expert Commiĥee will be
assisted in this role by the Department’s own delivery team, who will have the
broader “responsibility for enabling the delivery of the Strategy at a local level.”32
Most of our witnesses were supporĕve of the Government’s desire to create an
Expert Commiĥee because they recognised its potenĕal role in providing much
needed oversight over delivering the Government’s naĕonal ambiĕon for cycling,
whilst retaining direct ministerial responsibility. Chris Boardman argued that the
eﬀecĕveness of the Expert Commiĥee, like the dra├ CWIS more broadly, is
dependent upon any evaluaĕon being based upon “a detailed set of measurable
targets to drive the overall approach.’’ He went further by saying his sporĕng and
business experience emphasised the fundamental role of “key performance
indicators in enabling the regular and consistent monitoring of progress against the
targets.”
When asked about measuring the length of cycle infrastructure, John Forbes told us
businesses were far more interested in the quality of routes rather than their
quanĕty. Relatedly, Lilli Matson referred to the largely successful level of service
assessment of new cycle infrastructure in London, which is based upon a “composite
of exisĕng datasets depending upon the speciﬁc target, which included the London

31
32

Department for Transport (2016) Cycling and Walking Investment Strategy, pp. 28.
Ibid.
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Cycle Design Standards.”33 She was in agreement with Roger Geﬀen, that simply
totalling the length of cycling infrastructure is not always appropriate and fails to
discriminate between faciliĕes of diﬀering qualiĕes, suitable for diﬀerent
environments.34
The Minister acknowledged the formulaĕon of “key performance indicators, whether
at the local or regional level, was something the Department would be considering in
light of the consultaĕon process and in conversaĕon with the Expert Commiĥee”, but
went on to argue that “examples from the Health Service show arbitrary targets can
quickly lead to perverse incenĕves in local implementaĕon.” In order to evaluate
both naĕonal and local progress, however, the evidence we received from Dr Rachel
Aldred suggests there is signiﬁcant potenĕal for the Naĕonal Travel Survey, combined
with more detailed local informaĕon, to provide a high‐quality and comparable
dataset to monitor targets for cycle infrastructure across England. Incorporaĕng user
saĕsfacĕon and percepĕon of road safety surveys, similar to those in the RIS, would
provide a key part of the composite monitoring regime many of the expert panel felt
was necessary to compare and benchmark the performance of the Government and
local partners in implemenĕng the ambiĕons for cycling.
We welcome the proposed Expert Committee which will be charged with the remit
to oversee the formation, implementation and evaluation of the Government’s
cycling strategies.

The Government should ensure the Expert Committee has

sufficient independence and resources to enable it to monitor local authority
performance, and, in collaboration with the Cycle Proofing Working Group,35
improve the design of local cycle infrastructure.

33

In the oral evidence about monitoring progress in the quality of cycle infrastructure that was provided by Lilli Matson,
speciﬁc reference was made to the Cycling Level of Service assessment set out in the London Cycling Design Standards,
alongside the Stats 19 Data and Naĕonal Travel Survey for evaluaĕng progress in reducing casualty rates amongst all road
user groups in London.
34
TfL (2014) London Cycling Design Standards.
35
The Cycle Prooﬁng Working Group is a collecĕon of experts in cycle infrastructure design, coordinated through the
Department for Transport and Highways England: hĥps://www.gov.uk/government/groups/cycle‐prooﬁng‐working‐group
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5

Improving Street Design
A key part of the ‘Get Britain Cycling’ recommendaĕons was to consolidate exisĕng
good quality cycle infrastructure guidance into a single set of naĕonal design
standards. The dra├ CWIS restates the principle that the speciﬁc design of cycle
faciliĕes are the responsibility of the local transport authoriĕes, but the Government
has assisted innovaĕon in this area through cycle‐friendly revisions to the Traﬃc
Signs Regulaĕons and General Direcĕons (TSRGD).36 The dra├ CWIS also makes
reference to cycle‐prooﬁng of the strategic road network under Highways England’s
Cycling Strategy, which is to be aided by their own set of forthcoming standards on
cycle infrastructure design.37
Most of our witnesses were supporĕve of the Government’s eﬀorts to accommodate
ongoing innovaĕons in cycle infrastructure as part of a more dynamic TSRGD.
According to Roger Geﬀen, combining these improvements with a single set of
naĕonal design standards is the logical next step “to ensure that minimum naĕonal
standards are followed and to avoid wasĕng money on poor quality infrastructure.”
He went on to say this is exactly the kind of direcĕon being sought by local
authoriĕes rather than having the freedom and cost burden of “reinvenĕng the
wheel, by having their own bespoke set of design standards.”
We heard evidence from Lilli Maston, that the experience of designing cycle
infrastructure in London shows it is a dynamic process that requires “naĕonal
regulaĕons that are suﬃciently ﬂexible to accommodate innovaĕon and champion
good pracĕce intervenĕons.”

She suggested that the “London Cycle Design

Standards and associated Level of Service assessments, were now seen as a good
pracĕce for doing just that; and these could easily form the basis of a Department for
Transport endorsed naĕonal set of design standards.” As menĕoned previously, Chris
Boardman told us, given suﬃcient mandate, this would be “logical role for the Expert

36

Department for Transport (2016) Cycling and Walking Investment Strategy.
In collaboraĕon with the Cycle Prooﬁng Working Group, Highways England is working on a set of design standards
suitable for the strategic road network. The Cycle Prooﬁng Working Group has also produced good pracĕce examples of
local authority design, which should be more widely disseminated. See:hĥps://www.gov.uk/government/collecĕons/cycling
37
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Commiĥee” as part of its broader remit of ensuring the local implementaĕon of
high‐quality cycle provision across England.
Relatedly, both Jason Torrance and Roger Geﬀen acknowledged the Government was
taking steps to insĕgate the sharing of both knowledge and the lessons learned from
the CCAG with local partners from across England. Cycling UK told us that this would
be “insuﬃcient without the naĕonal design standards that are needed to deﬁne the
minimum standard of cycle infrastructure.” The Minister conﬁrmed his “interest in
further exploring how experimental design, if it works, could be spread across the
country as a best‐pracĕce”, which would need to be done in conversaĕon with the
forthcoming Expert Commiĥee.
The evidence provided by the expert panel emphasises naĕonal design standards are
a key mechanism for proliferaĕng high‐quality cycle infrastructure across England,
which reaches beyond the already good performing local authoriĕes currently
implemenĕng such schemes. It is clear to us the Government has made progress in
deregulating street design to accommodate ongoing innovations in cycle
provisions, but further progress is still required around simplifying many aspects of
street design, particularly the layout of pedestrian and cycle crossings. This should
be complemented by an improvement in the overall quality of cycle infrastructure
being implemented across England. To do so, the Government should consolidate
recent good practice changes in infrastructure design from cities that have invested
in good quality cycle facilities, and endorse a single set of national design
standards.
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6

Safer streets for all road users
The stated aim of the Prime Minister is “to alleviate the safety concerns many people
have about cycling” in England.38 In this regard the APPCG’s 2013 recommendaĕons
are all the more important in suggesĕng the best way to overcome such concerns is
through a combinaĕon of: high‐quality cycle infrastructure appropriate to the road
funcĕon, such as those being constructed in London and some of the CCAG ciĕes;
cycle training open to all age groups; and a strengthening in the enforcement of
exisĕng road traﬃc law.
The dra├ CWIS states ‘Beĥer Safety’ is one of the Government’s three ambiĕons to
be delivered by 2040, with the intenĕon of providing “streets where cyclists and
walkers feel they belong and are safe.”39 As part of this welcomed focus upon road
safety, the dra├ CWIS places greater emphasis upon ‘Engineering’ high‐quality
cycling infrastructure and ‘Educaĕon’ through the Bikeability training schemes, which
form two of the tradiĕonal three core elements of road safety programmes.40 The
dra├ CWIS, however, oﬀers very liĥle around the third element of ‘Enforcement.’
In March 2014, the Transport Select Commiĥee raised concerns about the substanĕal
decrease in the traﬃc oﬀences, from 4.3m in 2004 to 1.6m in 2013, as being more
indicaĕve of the lack of overall enforcement than a sudden improvement in road user
behaviour.41 We heard from Roger Geﬀen that slow progress in undertaking a review
into the operaĕon of traﬃc oﬀences in England, promised in the 2014 Cycling
Delivery Plan, was “conĕnuing to send the wrong message about road safety to
people cycling” and walking.42 He goes further in his wriĥen submission, saying that
the views of relevant road safety groups should be incorporated into a broader
review of the laws governing the operaĕon of the road space rather than just dealing
with sentencing.43 We heard from Chris Boardman that reviewing these legal aspects

38

Prime Minister’s Oﬃce (2013) Press Release: The Government shi├s cycling up a gear.
Department for Transport (2016) Cycling and Walking Investment Strategy, pp. 11.
40
Ibid.
41
Transport Commiĥee, Road Traffic Law Enforcement, HC 2015‐16, 518.
42
Department for Transport (2014) Cycling Delivery Plan
43
See the leĥer from Lord Berkeley to Rt Hon Andrew Selous MP, 26/1/16 (hĥps://allpartycycling.org/2016/02/23/598/)
and reply from Rt Hon Andrew Selous MP on 11/2/16
(hĥps://allpartycycling.ﬁles.wordpress.com/2016/02/xc160223‐from‐andrew‐sealous293.pdf)
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around the operaĕon of the road network is necessary to support a broader cultural
and legal shi├ in England “towards a greater duty of care shown to more vulnerable
road users.”44
We also heard from John Forbes that it took the death of cyclists in London to
insĕgate a minimum safety standard, such as guard‐rails, for construcĕon vehicles
operaĕng in the capital.45 Although the dra├ CWIS states the Government is keenly
“watching these safety iniĕaĕves” and “will consider the impact of rolling out these
naĕonally” in due course,46 John Forbes suggested the Government should “work
with private sector partners” as “these measures are working and have the
industries’ support.”
Most of our witnesses suggested the Highway Code needs updaĕng to reﬂect recent
innovaĕons in street design and the growing provision of cycle tracks parallel to
major roads that have priority over the side roads they cross. We heard from TfL’s
Lilli Matson that evidence from implemenĕng several of these parallel cycle tracks in
London suggests the “Highway Code needs amending to assist all road users in
negoĕaĕng these new cycle provisions.” She went on to stress that the Government
must do more to reduce “the current ambiguity and contradictory advice in the
Highway Code on how to negoĕate cyclists (and pedestrians) at side roads”, which
we feel would beneﬁt from illustraĕons of how to negoĕate new cycle infrastructure.
As Chris Boardman suggested, this calls for a clearer duty of care to be shown
towards people cycling and walking. There are other recent changes in street design
and road traﬃc law that also need including into any revisions of the Highway Code.
It is clear to us that realising the Prime Minister’s expressed desire “to make it
safer to cycle”47 in England, the Government should give careful consideration to
updating the Highway Code to give clearer priority to pedestrians and cyclists,

44

It should be noted that during the oral evidence session this call for a “duty of care” was accompanied by a clariﬁcaĕon
from both Chris Boardman and Marĕn Key, Campaigns Manager, Briĕsh Cycling, that a “duty of care” is not, nor should be
interpreted as, calling for “presumed liability in favour of more vulnerable road users.”
45
The TfL (2014) Safer Lorry Scheme: The Way Forward, was insĕgated a├er a spate of cyclist fataliĕes and serious injuries
involving HGVs on the roads of the Capital. TfL through this scheme has worked with the haulage and construcĕon industry
to explore working around the current exempĕons to Naĕonal Safety Standards for certain HGVs in England, by requiring all
HGVS to be ﬁĥed with side guards and extended view mirrors. Source: TfL (2014) Safer Lorry Scheme: The Way Forward.
46
Department for Transport (2016) Cycling and Walking Investment Strategy, pp. 34.
47
Prime Minister’s Oﬃce (2013) Press Release: The Government shi├s cycling up a gear.
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particularly where cycle infrastructure meets side roads. This needs to be
complemented by the Government making progress on the promised review into
the operation and sentencing guidelines for road traffic laws in England. Combined
with improvements to vehicle safety, especially for HGVs, this would provide the
Government with an additional tool to address the dangerous and inconsiderate
road user behaviour that contributes to the safety concerns many people have
about cycling.
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Annex A: Timeline of developments in English cycle funding
Year

Event

2011

‘Local Sustainable Transport Fund’ (LSTF) launched by the Coaliĕon
Government with £560m over 4 years, topped up with £40m in 2012 and
another £500m in local contribuĕons. In total, DfT awarded funding to 96
Sustainable Transport Packages from 77 Local Authoriĕes between 2011 and
2015, with esĕmated long term impact in the order of £3bn (DfT, 2015).
Localism Act (2011) launched by the Coaliĕon Government enabling Local
Authoriĕes and the newly created Local Enterprise Partnerships (LEPs) to
‘respond to what local people want, not what they are told to do by central
government’ (DCLG, 2011: 4).

2012

LSTF starts; only around 10‐20% goes on dedicated cycling related acĕviĕes
(<£100‐200m over 5 years).
Naĕonal Planning Policy Framework sets out to promote sustainable transport,
especially for the use of cycling and walking ‐ aspiraĕon, no funding
commitment aĥached to this.

2013

Cycle City Ambiĕon Grant (CCAG) announced unĕl 2015 ‐ worth £77m for 8
ciĕes (Birmingham, Bristol, Cambridge, Leeds, Manchester, Newcastle, Norwich
and Oxford), £17m for 4 Naĕonal Parks (Dartmoor, New Forest, Peak District
and South Downs). On top of this £94.1m from the DfT, another £54.4m are
contribuĕons from local partners.
£100m pledged for Highways England schemes to solve severance issues and
improve the Strategic Road Network (SRN) for cycling and other vulnerable
road users. Part of £250m fund ring‐fenced for cycling, safety and integraĕon
on the SRN.

2014

Cycling Delivery Plan Published (DfT, 2014) ‐ no addiĕonal funding oﬀered, but
calls for Local Authoriĕes and LEPs ‘to aﬃrm their commitment to drive up
cycling across the country’. Extension funding for CCAG announced unĕl
2017/18.
Revised London Cycling Design Standards (LCDS) based upon extensive
internaĕonal study of established and emergent good pracĕce, forms part of
delivering the funding seĥlement aĥached to the Mayor’s Vision for Cycling
(TfL, 2014).
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2015

CCAG conĕnues in 8 ciĕes (Birmingham, Bristol, Cambridge, Leeds, Manchester,
Newcastle, Norwich and Oxford), with extension funding conﬁrmed in CWIS,
totalling £191m for the 5 years to 2018.
The Infrastructure Act (2015), applies to England only, is primary legislaĕon that
requires the Secretary of State for Transport to bring forward a Cycling and
Walking Investment Strategy, which has to include objecĕves and ﬁnancial
resources made available.
Road Investment Strategy (RIS) for 2015/16 to 2019/20 presented as part of the
Infrastructure Act (2015). Conﬁrms funding commitment to SRN of £15.2bn for
Highways England, to mainly fund 84 new schemes to address network
hotspots. Conﬁrms previous commitment of £100m being allocated to cycling
unĕl 2021, under one of the SRN’s key local challenges ‐ cycling, safety and
integraĕon (including inter‐modal connecĕons).

2016

Highways England Cycle Strategy ‐ Conﬁrms £100m ring‐fenced funding for 200
Cycle Schemes unĕl 2021. Obligaĕon to promote interests of people cycling and
walking and will be evaluated against key performance indicators of new or
upgraded crossings to reduce severance and vulnerable user casualĕes.
England’s ﬁrst Cycling and Walking Investment Strategy dra├ is put out for
consultaĕon, with Final CWIS 1 to be published in Summer 2016 and Oversight
Commiĥee to be in post late 2016.
Traﬃc Signs, Regulaĕons and General Direcĕons 2016 (TSRGD, 2016) provides
some welcomed changes for cycling, especially around assisĕng the ongoing
innovaĕons in the design of cycle infrastructure, parĕcularly in London and
Cambridge.
The Ciĕes and Local Government Devoluĕon Act (2016) ‐ enables further
devoluĕon of transport to local areas with the creaĕon of Sub‐naĕonal
Transport Bodies, e.g. Transport for the North and Midlands Connect.
Sustainable Travel Transiĕon Year Revenue Compeĕĕon provides a bridging of
£20m for successful applicaĕons from Local Authoriĕes that forms part of the
£80m revenue of the Access Fund outlined in CWIS from 2016/17 to 2020/21.
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Annex B: Progress against the ‘Get Britain Cycling’ Recommendations
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